Harmony Tablet - Quick Start Guide

-Updated 22 Jan 2019
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Step 1  Power on tablet by pressing and holding power button until it vibrates.
Tablet will then boot up.

Step 2

Pop open kickstand by pushing in metal button on back.
Position tablet as desired.

Step 3  Plug Room mic into tablet's audio jack (where you'd normally plug in

headphones). Room mic should be securely plugged into audio jack at all times
while tablet is in use but can be unplugged when packing tablet away.

Step 4  Power on Bluetooth mic by pressing and holding the ON/OFF button for 3

seconds. (Power off mic in same way.) Mic comes already paired with tablet -- steady
blue flashes means mic is synced and can be handed to instructor/presenter. For best
results, mic should be worn (either clipped onto clothing or onto lanyard).
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HOME SCREEN
1) Tap START AUDIO/VIDEO, then tap
JOIN. Once audio is connected, tap the
circle button to return to the home screen.
(Do not tap back as this exits the call.)
2) Tap LIVE CAPTIONING, then open the
doc at the top of the list with the current
date. (If you don't see the correct doc,
return to the home screen and try again.)

SWITCH TO BLUETOOTH MIC
Tap the floating Bluetooth icon in the top
left corner. Icon should be green which
indicates Bluetooth is on. If captions turn
red, try toggling off then on again.

SWITCH TO ROOM MIC
Tap the Bluetooth icon in the top left
corner. Icon should be red which indicates
Bluetooth is off. (Room mic should be
securely plugged into tablet's audio jack at
all times while tablet is in use.)
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INCOMING CHATS
There are two ways to handle incoming
chats on the tablet. See illustration. (You
can also chat from your own device by
simply signing into our website with the
account we issued you.)

Portable Battery Pack
The Bluetooth mic has an internal battery that lasts 4 to 6 hours of continuous operation.
This can be extended to 21 hours with the portable battery pack included. If the Bluetooth
mic's battery is dead when you need to use it, simply plug it into the portable battery pack
using the flexible power cable. Turn on the battery pack, power on the Bluetooth mic, then
hand both devices to the instructor/presenter. Both the battery pack and the Bluetooth mic
can be worn. Bluetooth mic will stream audio while it is charging.

Transcripts
All transcripts are automatically archived, fully searchable, and securely accessible 24/7
from any device with internet. Simply let us know what email account needs access and
we can send the link to the shared folder.

For assistance:
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Tablet: open Chat
send message to ONE Support - CART
Website: www.oneinterpreting.com
Email: request@oneinterpreting.com
Phone: 1-877-4MY-TERP (1-877-469-8377)

